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Fifer and Sachs: The Price of International Free Speech: Nations Deal with Defamat

THE PRICE OF INTERNATIONAL FREE
SPEECH: NATIONS DEAL WITH DEFAMATION
ON THE INTERNET*
Samuel Fifer
and Michael Sachs*
When Michael Fay was sentenced by a Singapore court in 1994
to six lashes with a cane for spray-painting graffiti, United States
officials tried desperately to reduce this harsh form of punishment.'
Despite calls from President Clinton for Fay's release, however,
Singapore stood its ground and conducted the caning.2 In the end,
the world was forced to watch as Singapore meted out its form of
justice.
This incident might seem light years away from the quickly
growing world of cyberspace, but it bears some similarity to the
current debate over whether to create a worldwide legal regime for
the Internet. In 1997, Felix Somm, then head of CompuServe's
German subsidiary, was indicted under a German law which
criminalized the distribution of certain materials CompuServe had
disseminated worldwide, including in Germany.' Again, there was

* Copyright 0 1997, Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal. All rights reserved.
This paper was originally prepared for presentation to the American Bar
Association, August, 1997.
** Mr. Fifer is a partner in the Chicago office of Sonnenschein, Nath and
Rosenthal. Mr. Sachs is a third-year law student at the University of Michigan
who assisted in preparing this article. The authors wish to thank Michael R.
Lufrano, Esq. of the Tribune Company for his constructive and insightful
suggestions for this article.
1. Philip Shenon, Singapore Affirms Teen-Ager's Caning But Reduces
Strokes to 4, N.Y. TIMEs, May 5, 1994, at A26. Fay's punishment for vandalism
was reduced from six strokes to four "as a goodwill gesture toward President
Clinton."
2. Id. See also Philip Shenon, U.S. Youth Asks Singapore to Spare Him A
Caning, N.Y. Times, April 21, 1994, at A3 President Clinton protested the
flogging sentence and suggested Fay's confession may have been coerced.
3. Greg Steinmetz & Jared Sandberg, Compuserve German Unit's Head
Faces Charges of Violating PornographyLaws, WALL ST. J., April 17, 1997, at
B8.
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outcry from the United States. But as with Michael Fay, it appears
Somm's fate rests in the hands of local, not international, authority.
The lesson is instructive in the debate over whether to create a
unified scheme to regulate speech on the Internet. Because content
posted on the Internet is instantaneously transmitted worldwide,
Internet users and providers almost automatically face potential
liability in any country to which the Internet is connected -- not
just the nation where the speech was created or where the author
lives. The nations of the world have traditionally had differing
views on how to handle defamatory speech; the reach of the
Internet multiplies both the number of laws and the number of
jurisdictions applicable to speech transmitted on-line.4
The resulting permutations are potentially troublesome. Persons
who allege defamation based on on-line speech can potentially
choose any nation in the world in which to sue, and can base their
choice on the forum providing the most favorable law. Already,
for example, Internet access providers face liability in some
countries, but not others, for transmitting defamatory speech
Countries with "pro-plaintiff'
authored by individual users.'
defamation laws -- Singapore or the United Kingdom, for example
-- could attract on-line defamation claims. These nations could
thereby set the "strictest" common denominator for Internet speech
regulation -- the rules by which users from all nations must abide if
they hope to avoid liability.'
In the last several years, international bodies and authorities have
debated the formation of a unified framework for regulating the
Internet. The debate has generated extensive commentary both in
the popular press and in academic circles.7 Among the options
4. See, e.g., Reno v. ACLU, 117 S.Ct. 2329 (1997) (noting that on the Internet
it is conceivable to claim jurisdiction in a state where neither the author nor the
receiver of a message intends to be subjected to jurisdiction).
5. Access providers are also known as Internet service providers, or ISP's.
Some of the most commonly known access providers include CompuServe,
Prodigy and America Online.
6. Louise Kehoe & Paul Taylor, Long Arm of the Law Catches Up with the
Internet, FIN. POST, April 25, 1997, at 53. The authors state that "countries or
regions with the most restrictive laws might hold sway over all electronic
publishing and communications," mentioning China and Singapore as examples.
7. See, e.g., infra notes 9-11.
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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proposed, is one that would apply only the law of the country from
which the communication was transmitted.8 Another proposal
would eliminate government involvement entirely in favor of selfregulation by the Internet community.9 Still other commentators
regard the Internet as a unique form of technology, resisting
analysis under traditional legal models and requiring new rules
altogether.1
However, the pleas for international harmony and reform have
ignored the fact that such reform might not only be unnecessary,
but harmful to the Internet's progress and the growth of free speech
on-line. This article argues that the enactment of new, uniform
regulatory schemes is not necessary. Allowing each country to
decide independently what on-line speech to tolerate avoids the
chilling effect that new regulation may impose on speech that is
already subject to much constraint. As long as the rules are known
to those who communicate on-line, the result will be a legal
scheme that may encourage Internet speech, progress and
development in some countries, and discourage it in others. 1'
Some nations, like Germany, will attempt regulation of speech,
including regulation of content, that will inhibit the flow of
information in their country. Just as the United States watched
8. Alexander Gigante, Ice Path on the Information Superhighway: Foreign
Liabilityfor Domestically Created Content, 14 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 523

(1996).
9. Eric McCarthy, Note, Networking in Cyberspace: Electronic Defamation
and the Potentialfor InternationalForum Shopping, 16 U. PA. J. INT'L Bus. L.
527 (1995). See also John T. Delacourt, The InternationalImpact of Internet
Regulation, 38 HARv. INT'L L.J. 207 (1997).
10. David Johnson & David Post Law and Borders - The Rise of Law in
Cyberspace, 48 STAN. L. Rsv. 1367 (1996). Note, though, that this seems
contrary to the logic applied by the U.S. Supreme Court in Reno v. ACLU.
11. Other commentators have argued that new laws are not necessary to
regulate commerce or communication on the Internet. See, e.g., Jack E. Brown,
New Law for the Internet, 28 ARIz. ST. L.J. 1243 (Winter 1997). To its credit,
the Clinton Administration stated after the decision in Reno that it will not
support new laws to regulate "indecent" material on the Internet and will instead
advocate the use of technology that allows users to screen materials on their
own. R. Chandrasekaran & J. Schwartz, White House Opposes Net Censorship,
WASH. POST., June 17, 1997, at Al.
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helplessly as Michael Fay was caned for seemingly minor
transgressions, though, so might the United States be forced to
watch as Felix Somm or someone like him pays a tough price for
overseeing dissemination of on-line materials in Germany. Those
who believe that countries, like Germany, are wrong to punish
information distributors like Felix Somm, can challenge the laws
of Germany without having to worry about unified international
restrictions on speech. Additionally, traditional free speech
protections, like those in the United States, will not be diluted by
negotiations over an international standard.

INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDIES

The problems posed by attempts to design a worldwide legal
standard for allegedly defamatory speech stem from the differing
views among nations dealing with speech in cyberspace.

The UnitedKingdom: Refuge for Defamed Plaintiffs
One of the first international defamation suits resulting from online speech arose in the U.K. two years ago. Laurence Godfrey, a
nuclear physicist, filed suit in England against another physicist
who had posted material on the Internet from Geneva, Switzerland
which allegedly defamed Godfrey. 2 The case eventually settled,
so there is no written opinion nor precedent-setting case law. 3 The
threat of a suit, however, brought against a Swiss citizen in an
English court stirred the Internet community. That the case was
allowed to go forward meant that any information posted on the
Internet and accessible in England could subject the author to
litigation under the U.K.'s pro-plaintiff defamation policy, even if
12. Kimberley A. Strassel, Libel On-Line: Next Time You Say That, It'll Cost
You, WALL ST. J. EUR. 30, March 18, 1996.
13. Jeremy Newton, The Law and the Internet in Europe, MANAG. INTELL.

PROP., May 1996, at 34-38. Newton finds Godfrey's libel suit could have settled
many matters involving defamation and the Interet in the United Kingdom. Id.
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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the author was not a British citizen.
The United Kingdom's law of defamation is widely considered
more pro-plaintiff than that of the United States or other nations
mainly because it presumes the falsity of an allegedly defamatory
statement and does not require a plaintiff to prove fault. 4 The
United Kingdom places the burden on defendants to prove the truth
of their statements."5 In addition, English defamation law assumes
actual damages16 and, unlike U.S. law, does not require a public
figure plaintiff to establish "actual malice."17 Plaintiffs with a
choice between bringing a defamation suit in the U.K. or the
United States will almost always choose the U.K..
When Godfrey's suit was allowed to proceed, it immediately set
Great Britain as a potential forum for all persons alleging
defamation on the Internet. Internet users everywhere, concerned
about and aware of defamation law, wondered how to evaluate
their writings and communications under U.K. law, realizing that
all material sent on the Web could be read in England and therefore
subject to liability under U.K. law. This undermined the more
lenient and tolerant defamation policies of other countries,
including the United States.
The English Parliament addressed this problem, at least as it
applied to Internet access providers, on July 4, 1996, when it
enacted the Defamation Act which freed most access providers
from liability by deeming them distributors of information instead
of publishers. 8 Under the Defamation Act, a service provider can
14. Gigante, supra note 8, at 526 ("[W]hile American law requires the
plaintiff to prove the falsity of the defendant's statements, British law presumes

falsity.").
15. Id. British law also allows private litigants to prosecute criminal libel
claims in certain circumstances.
16. See McCarthy, supra note 9, at 553 (pointing out that British law is the
equivalent of strict liability, which assumes actual damages).
17. Id.
18. Defamation Act, 1996 (Eng.). The Defamation Act states "[a] person

shall not be considered the ... publisher of a statement if he is only involved...
in processing, making copies of, distributing or selling any electronic medium in
which the statement is recorded. Id. § 3(c)." The Defamation Act includes a
"modernization of the defense of innocent dissemination currently available to
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be liable for defamation only if it exercised some editorial control
over the content of a message. An "innocent disseminator" is free
from liability under the Act, similar to a "mere distributor of
material" under U.S law.19 Interpretation of the Defamation Act by
the English courts is only beginning, but the Act would seem to
give companies like CompuServe free rein to transmit material
authored by others into the United Kingdom without fear of suit.
Of course, on-line access providers which market their ability to
screen content as a means of attracting customers may still face
liability because their affirmative representations and their review
of the content of messages make their actions more like an author
or publisher than an innocent disseminator.2"
Moreover, it has not proven particularly difficult to convince the
British courts to exercise jurisdiction based solely on Internet
access. To exercise jurisdiction in the U.K., a defamed victim need
only show a limited number of "hits" by a website or Internet user
in England.21 In one recent, non-Internet libel case, the English
court exercised jurisdiction even though only one tenth of one
percent (0.1%) of the entire distribution of the allegedly
defamatory newspaper circulated in England.22
Perhaps the most obvious barrier to a United Kingdom lawsuit
against a non-U.K. resident arises when the speaker has no
property in the U.K. which could satisfy a judgment. In addition,
several U.S. courts have held they will not enforce U.K. judgments
against persons or property in the U.S. because English defamation
policy can be inconsistent with the First Amendment.23 Reliance on
organizations such as booksellers and libraries if they are unaware of the libel."
Id. See also UK: Defamation,REUTERS TEXTLINE, April 22, 1996.
19. See, e.g., Zeran v. American Online, Inc., 958 F.Supp. 1124 (E.D.Va.
1997) (exempting on-line access provider from liability in defamation case).
20. See, e.g., Stratton-Oakmont, Inc., v. Prodigy Services Co., 1995 WL
323710 (N.Y. Sup. May 24, 1995), rearg. denied, 1995 WL 805178 (N.Y. Sup.
Dec. 11, 1995).
21. CLIVE GRINGRAs, THE LAWS OF THE INTERNET (1997).
22. Id. at n. 13. The French company published a daily newspaper which
distributed 237,000 copies in France and only 230 in England.
23. See, e.g., Matusevitch v. Telnikoff, 877 F.Supp. 1, 3 (D.D.C. 1995)
(stating that "libel standards that are contrary to U.S. libel standards would be
repugnant to the public policies of the state of Maryland and the United
States."); Bachchan v. India Abroad Publications Inc., 585 N.Y.S.2d 661, 664
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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this protection, however, forces the potential defendant to take an
adverse judgment in England, a daunting proposition. Moreover,
service providers -- like America Online, CompuServe and Prodigy
-- usually have attachable property or assets in many of the
countries in which they do business. Accordingly, they are
vulnerable to legal attack in Britain and elsewhere.24

Germany: Criminalizationof Indecency
On July 4, 1997, the first anniversary of the passage of the
U.K.'s Defamation Act, the German government passed its first
law regulating speech on the Internet. The law criminalizes the online distribution in Germany of material that violates German law
of indecency and the display of the Nazi swastika. On-line access
providers can be prosecuted if they transmit such material knowing
it is "technically possible and reasonable" to prevent it." The law
took effect August 1, 1997.26 Its application and interpretation by
German courts remains to be seen.
The efforts of Germany to rid cyberspace of indecency and racist
speech has attracted the attention of the entire Internet-watching
world in the last several months. As metioned previously, on April
16, 1997, prosecutors in Bavaria indicted Felix Somm, manager of
CompuServe's German subsidiary, on charges of indecent
publication. Somm's indictment followed an 18-month struggle
(1992) (noting that the protection of free speech and press provided by the First
Amendment would be seriously harmed by the imposition of a foreign libel

judgment.).
24. See Gigante, supra note 8, at 529 (stating that under the U.K.'s
Defamation Act, online services could escape liability on the theory of innocent

dissemination.).
25. See Tony Czuczka, Germany Tries To Tame Web, CHI. SuN-TIMEs July
5, 1997, at 2; Germany Passes InternetLaw Limiting Content Cyberspace, L.A.
TIMES, July 5, 1997, at Dl; Germany: Net Not Outside Reach Of New Law,
ARIz. REPUBLIC, July 5, 1997, at A30.

26. Id. See also Neal Boudette, CompuServe Porn Case May Turn on
German Law, REUTERS EUROPEAN Bus. REPORT, June 9, 1997.
Published by Digital Commons@DePaul, 2016
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between German authorities and CompuServe regarding access to
Internet discussion groups that were alleged to have violated
German laws on indecency and the display of the Nazi swastika. 7
Somm is currently awaiting trial on these charges. While the new
German law may free Somm from criminal liability, such a result
is still to be determined by the German courts. 28 The incident
sparked debate among Internet service providers about the risks of
liability under the law of any country in which they are doing
business. Somm's indictment also spurred discussion among
others concerned with the progress of the Internet as a regulationfree form of instantaneous communication.29
In late 1995, under pressure from Bavarian officials and in order
to avoid prosecution, CompuServe blocked access worldwide to
more than 200 news groups deemed "indecent" by German
officials." These news groups included all sites, whether authored
in Germany, the United States or elsewhere, with "alt.sex" in their
title.31 Their infiltration into German society via the Internet
caused Bavarian authorities to use the threat of criminal
prosecution to force CompuServe to censor its own content by
closing its websites. Because CompuServe did not have the
27. See German Prosecutors File Pornography Charges Against
CompuServe, ASSOCIATED PRESS, April 16, 1997. See also William Boston,
Compuserve Just First Case in German Cyber-Crusade, REUTERS, April 17,
1997. Somm is accused of having "knowingly allowed images of child
pornography, violent sex and sex with animals from news groups from the socalled Internet to be made accessible to customers of CompuServe Germany."
Kehoe & Taylor, supra note 6. Somm has since resigned from CompuServe,
planning to start his own business. See CompuServe Inc. Says Head of German
Unit Is StartingOwn Firm, Wall St. J., June 6, 1997, at 9E.
28. Id. Michael Schneider, who testified in Germany regarding the new law,
stated that the Information and Communications Services Law should have "no
effect" on Somin's case.
29. See David Hayes, Germans Act Against CompuServe; ProsecutorWants
to ChargeOfficial With Not Blocking Pornography. K.C. STAR, April 17, 1997,
at B8. Steve Gold, German Government Plans to Police the Internet,
Newsbytes, April 21, 1997 (suggesting America On-Line may be the next target
of Bavarian officials).
30. See Bill Pietrucha, Groups Want Intervention in CompuServe/Germany
Case, NEwSBYTES, April 24, 1997.
31. Amy Knoll, Any Which Way But Loose: Nations Regulate the Internet, 4
TUL. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 275, 287-288 (1996).
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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technological ability to close its websites only in Germany, it was
forced to block the offending websites worldwide.32
However, when CompuServe shut down access to these websites
to avoid criminal penalty in Germany, it faced swift condemnation
from the international community of free speech advocates.33
CompuServe restored the content in early 1996, and attempted to
satisfy German officials by providing its German customers with
screening software for parents and others who wanted to avoid
sites and content they considered indecent. Nevertheless, this was
not enough for Bavarian officials. The Bavarian Justice Ministry
complained that CompuServe was merely trying to push criminal
responsibility onto third parties, including parents.34
The
investigation continued and led to Somm's indictment.
Somm's indictment highlights the worst fears of the Internet
community. Newspaper accounts of Germany's conflict with
CompuServe report that Bavarian authorities regularly employ
"cybercops" -- government officials who patrol the Internet to
intercept undesirable content.35
These officials search for
everything from hi-tech crime to child pornography to indecent
speech. And while German authorities admit the difficulty in
enforcing German laws against persons composing materials in
other nations, they nevertheless patrol the Internet in the name of
protecting German citizens from material published in violation of

32. See Delacourt, supra note 9, at 212. The German government believed
CompuServe had both the technology and capability to block news group access
to German citizens without impairing access by persons outside Germany. This
is apparently not the case. In order to prevent access by German citizens,

CompuServe had to bar access to the news groups by all of its four million
subscribers worldwide.
33. See Pietrucha, supra note 30. Pietrucha writes that CompuServe
received "numerous complaints and accusations of censorship," and after
restoring the news groups, offered screening software to block on-line

pornography.
34. See Germans Say CompuServe Software Not Enough to Block On-Line
Smut, L.A. DAILYNEws, February 19, 1996, at B2.
35. Andrew Gray, Germany's Cybercops Search for Internet Crime, THE
SCOTSMAN, May 28, 1997, at 4.

Published by Digital Commons@DePaul, 2016
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German law.36

France: Forum of Choice in Privacy Cases
France has considered similar legislation.37 Just as British law
has been known as the forum of choice in defamation cases, French
law has traditionally been a favorable forum for the application of
the law of privacy.38 In January, 1997, two associations dedicated
to the preservation of France's linguistic purity filed suit in France
against two private corporations and Georgia Tech Lorraine, a
French university affiliated with the Georgia Institute of
Technology.39 The suit alleged that the defendants, by operating an
English language website, violated a French law that prohibits
advertising in any language other than French. The French court
dismissed the action against one defendant, but allowed the case
against the other two to proceed.
France is extremely protective of plaintiffs suing for invasion of
privacy. French law grants each person the exclusive power to
define the boundaries of their private life and does not add extra
hurdles for public figures.40 Like the courts of the U.K. which
seem to provide refuge for claims of defamation on-line, French
courts could become a forum of choice for invasion of privacy
actions based on Internet speech, even those in which neither
36. See Gray, supra note 35, at 4.

Bavarian commissioner Karlheinz

Moewes states, for example, that "the difficulty for us is that much of what's
illegal here in Germany is legal and normal in Scandinavia."
37. See French Govt Intervenes in Escalating Internet Crisis, NEWSBYTES,
May 15, 1996. After French Telecom Minister Francois Fillon announced that
French ISP's should not be responsible for content on the Internet, the main
French ISP's announced they would end a week-long "cut-off' of Internet
service in which they had protested the earlier arrest of two ISP managers. See
also FrenchInternetStrike Ends, ORLANDO SENTINEL, May 15, 1996 at A7.
38. Gigante, supra note 8 at 542.
39. E. Schneidermarch & R. Kornreich, PersonalJurisdiction and Internet
Commerce, 217 N.Y.L.J. 106 (1997). See, e.g., American Libraries Assoc. v.
Pataki, 969 F. Supp 160 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).

40. Gigante, supra note 8, at 542. "[T]he right of privacy extends to all
aspects of an individual's spiritual and physical being, including such matters as
one's image, and personal health, and the health of close family members." Id.
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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plaintiff nor defendant is a French citizen.

The FarEast: Attempts to CrackDown
In the Far East, both China and Singapore have attempted to
develop very strict controls on Internet use. The Singapore
Broadcasting Authority regularly monitors Internet content for
pornography, obscenity, defamatory speech, and "pro-democratic"
speech.41 The Singaporean government has warned it will
prosecute anyone who posts defamatory material on the Internet.42
Singapore officials claim they are setting "a standard which
reflects its values, even though that standard would not always be
attained. ' 3 While officials have suggested Singapore would like
to strike a balance between implementing Internet technology for
use by its citizenry and keeping control over material on the
Internet,' the Singapore government has been condemned by at
least one U.S. Senator for actions taken against on-line speech
critical of Singapore's government.45
41. Brendan Pereira, PostingAlleging Lawyers' Incompetence Taken Off Net,
THE STRAITS TIMES (SINGAPORE), July 19, 1996 at 3. The Singapore Broadcast
Authority does not censor directly. It has only the power to ask Internet service
providers "to remove material that it finds objectionable." Id.
42. Singapore to Act Against Obscenity on Internet, REUTERS TEXTLINE,
May 25, 1995. See also Knoll, supra note 31, at 294; The Cutting Edge:
Testing the Boundaries Countries Face Cyber Controls In Their Own Ways,
L.A. TIMES, June 30, 1997 at Dl. ("Other than China, perhaps no country is as
unapologetically aggressive about regulating the Net as Singapore.")
43. Ray Heath, Lion Closes Net on Rogue Sites, SOUTH CHINA MORNING
POST, September 20, 1996, at 35. Singapore's Minister of Information and Arts,
George Yeo, has described the action of closing down pornographic sites and
newsgroups as "anti-pollution measure[s] in cyberspace." Id.
44. See Knoll, supra note 31, at 292. In announcing his country's policy,
China's Chairman of the National Information Technology Committee, Teo
Chee Hean, argued that ideas can be dangerous and can kill.
45. Heath, supra note 43 (quoting Wisconsin Senator Russ Feingold:
"Singapore has decided not only to censor Internet sites displaying sexual
material but is also restricting access to Internet sites containing content critical
of Singapore's authoritarian government.").

Published by Digital Commons@DePaul, 2016
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China has taken a more severe stance and is making efforts to
wall off its citizens from the Internet, perhaps completely, by
forming a country-wide Intranet. The Chinese Intranet is designed
as a secure network by which Chinese citizens can have full ability
to communicate with one another, but content from outside the
country can be viewed only with permission from the
government.46 One commentator has noted that such a restrictive
system could limit economic development and drive the costs of
maintaining the Internet in China to artificially high levels.47
In Far East countries, commercial Internet access providers
could face even higher risks of liability for defamation than in
European countries.48 Serving and enforcing a writ of summons
against an individual user in the Far East could "rack up the bills
and take time." 49 Plaintiffs are therefore more likely to sue local
commercial providers or those with vulnerable assets and
attachable property in the country. This almost happened recently
when a message posted by CompuServe alleged that a Hong Kong
firm had overcharged unnamed customers. The firm complained to
CompuServe, claiming the message was slander." Within eight
days, CompuServe had erased the message and apologized."1

46. Delacourt, supra note 9 at 217. Delacourt reasons that China is faced
with a conflict: the more it exposes its citizens to outside contacts and spurs
economic development, the more it compromises the security of the Chinese
Intranet. Id.
47. Id. Delacourt also notes that the Internet may be too large for monitoring
to be completely comprehensive: "To prevent infiltration of its network by
determined individual users, China would have to sever contact with the Internet

completely." Id.
48. Jimmy Yap, Lawyers: Hardto Enforce Defamation Laws in Cyberspace
(SINGAPORE), April 16, 1995, at 20.

THE STRAITS TIMES

49. Id. Yap's article attributes the quote to "an academic" employed at the
National University of Singapore.

50. Gren Manuel, Global Network Lands in 'Libel' Row, SOUTH CHINA
MORNING POST, April 28, 1996, at 4.

51. Id. The forum on which the alleged slander was posted was available to
the four million worldwide CompuServe users.
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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The United States: Champion OfFree Speech
The United States Supreme Court decision in June in Reno v.
ACLU struck down the first U.S. attempt to legislate regulation of
Internet speech.52 The U.S. Supreme Court, applying traditional
First Amendment free speech principles, held portions of the
Communications Decency Act (the "CDA"), which criminalized
the transmission of indecent speech on the Internet, to be
unconstitutional. The opinion left in place the Congressional ban
on obscene material which is traditionally treated as conduct, rather
than speech, under U.S. law.
While the Reno opinion made no direct mention of defamation
law, it is a clear precedent for the application of traditional free
speech doctrine to cyberspace. 3 The decision signals that, under
U.S. law, allegations of defamation on the Internet are likely to be
analyzed in the same manner as allegations of defamation in
traditional print media. That is, concepts including the application
of standards of actual malice for public figures, the requirements
for proving falsity, and defenses offered by such doctrines as
innocent construction and substantial truth, may all be available in
claims of defamation on-line.
The debate over U.S. regulation of on-line speech is far from
over, however. At least one senator, Dan Coates of Indiana,
indicated he would draft a new bill to restrict some forms of
Internet speech.54 Individual states may also attempt to regulate
Internet speech. The possibility of such regulation passing muster
in the federal courts was undermined, however, by a decision of
the District Court for the Southern District of New York in June,
1997, which held that since Internet communication necessarily
crosses state borders, such communication takes place in interstate

52. 117 S. Ct. at 2329 (1997).
53. See Zeran, 958 F.Supp. at 1124 (applying, in defamation cases, the
Communications Decency AcVs exemption of access providers from liability).
54. Glen Elsasser, Curbs On Internet's 'Indecent' Sites Voided Justices:
Censorship Is More ofa Danger,CHI. TRIB., June 27, 1997, at Al.
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commerce and is therefore the exclusive purview of Congress."5
Nevertheless, the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Reno
preserves America's leadership in the trafficking of ideas on the
Internet. 6 While German authorities prosecute Felix Somm, and
China works on developing an Intranet to wall off its citizens from
communication in cyberspace, the American courts have ruled that
on the Internet, as in other media of communication, the censorship
of speech is more of a danger than the free exchange of
information, and that some offensive speech must be tolerated to
protect the right to speak freely. 7
By applying traditional legal regimes to the Internet, the Reno
decision also appears to recognize that the Internet is not so much a
new medium, but a combination of traditional media in one
powerful source. This could be particularly good news for Internet
access providers. Access providers are exempt from the provisions
of the CDA."8 Moreover, under traditional U.S. law, a mere
distributor of information -- as opposed to the author of
information -- is not subject to liability for the distribution of
content which it did not know, and had no reason to know, was
defamatory. 9 If this traditional theory is applied to the Internet, it
would seem that Internet access providers could not be liable for
material disseminated on their systems unless they had knowledge
of its defamatory content and chose to publish it anyway.
55. See Pataki, 969 F. Supp. at 168 (enjoining enforcement of New York
State legislation similar to the CDA). See also ACLU of Georgia v. Miller, 977
F. Supp. 1228 (1997) (enjoining enforcement of Georgia legislation similar to
the CDA).
56. See, e.g., Chile PaperSkirts Gag Rule on Web, CHI. TRIB. June 22, 1997,
at 7 (contending that a Chilean newspaper comes to the United States to publish
on the Web certain information that was banned from publication in Chile).
57. Reno, 117 S. Ct. at 2351 ("As a matter of Constitutional tradition, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, we presume that governmental regulation
of the content of speech is more likely to interfere with the free exchange of
ideas than to encourage it. The interest in encouraging freedom of expression in
a democratic society outweighs any theoretical but unproven benefit of
censorship.").
58. 47 U.S.C. §§ 223, 230 (1996).
59. See, e.g., Zeran., 958 F. Supp. at 1124; Stratton-Oakmont, 1995 WL
323710 (N.Y. Sup. May 24, 1995); Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc., 776
F.Supp. 135 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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CURRENTLY DEBATED PROPOSALS AND SOLUTIONS

Commentators and government officials have proposed different
models for the uniform application of cyberspace law. The most
popular call is for an international agreement or treaty to design a
comprehensive set of international standards and rules for Internet
use.'
European Community officials proposed a directive in
August of 1996 which would have "harmonized" Internet law for
the EC countries such that each country would have had to notify
the others of any pending Internet legislation.6
Noticeably,
however, this directive would not have enforced uniform Internet
law throughout the EC, only notification of planned legislation.
An agreement on uniform standards of defamation or content
review -- even if such an agreement could be reached among a
sufficient number of nations and could be harmonized with the
defamation law of each -- could complicate matters further. To
begin with, it would seem that the call for an international
agreement inherently implies a decree to regulate speech.
Regulation of the type envisioned by the U.K. or Germany,
however, would seem to
run afoul of the United States
Constitution, thus making agreement impossible. If several nations
decided not to participate in any accord, the agreeing nations
would be forced to either accept content which violates the new
law, or close off access to the Internet altogether and attempt to
replicate the Chinese Intranet to screen unwanted content. This,
too, would seem counter-productive.
The proposals listed below offer some glimpse of the wide range
of ideas being discussed among those who operate the Internet.

60. See, e.g., Matthew R. Burnstein, Note, Conflicts on the Net: Choice of
Law in TransnationalCyberspace,29 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L.75, 114 (1996).
61. Tim Stammers, EC DirectivePrepares Groundfor Harmonization of Net
Laws, REUTERS TEXTLINE, August 1, 1996. EC officials stated that the
directive, however, would only concern legislation affecting other nations.
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Law of the Emitting Country
Based upon the law of sea and maritime law, the French
government proposed which would apply only the law of the
One
country from which Internet transmissions are sent.62
by
to
apply,
commentator has called for a similar framework
63
international agreement, to the Internet. This model, however,
has its defects. Initially, determining the country of origin of a
ship is easy; determining the origin of an e-mail transmission or
Internet message may not be. Moreover, universal application of
the "law of the emitting country" theory could encourage Internet
users and access providers to flock to countries with weak
domestic regulations to avoid compliance with stricter laws.' 4

Self-Regulation
Several commentators have suggested individual governments
should retreat from enacting or enforcing Internet content
regulations and should trust the industry -- the access providers and
the capability of technology screening devices -- to implement
controls.65 This would eliminate forum-shopping because one
62. Gigante, supra note 8, at 549. Maritime law recognizes that trade by sea
could not be effective if passing ships had to comply with the laws of every
nation with jurisdiction over a small part of the ocean. Therefore, the "law of
the ship's State of registration governs, regardless of where the ship finds itself
on the high seas." Id.
63. Id. Gigante borrows the "emitting-country" principle from a directive
issued by the Council of Europe in 1993 applying to transborder television
broadcasts. See Council Directive 93/83, 1993 O.J. (L 248) 15.
64. Gigante, supranote 8 at 550.
65. See McCarthy, supra note 9, at 565. Other commentators holding this
position include Villanova University's Henry H. Perritt, Jr., who has
"recommend[ed] autonomy for electronic communities" with commercial
providers creating their own legal systems. See Henry H. Perritt, Jr., President
Clinton's NationalInformation InfrastructureInitiative: Community Regained?,
69 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 991, 997 (1994).
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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legal system and structure would adjudicate all Internet lawsuits
regardless of where the content or subject of the suit originated. It
would also encourage private competition and create a marketplace
based on the level of screening a consumer desires and the level of
liability an access provider is willing to accept.
However, this scenario gives private companies the authority to
exercise content control over Internet speech.66 It deputizes those
who provide access to the Internet as cyberpolice, with authority to
censor content. It might also eliminate any haven for minority
viewpoints or other speech traditionally protected in the U.S. If no
access provider is willing to support such speech (i.e. for fear of
liability or market-driven consumer backlash), the speech may not
find its way out to the Internet discourse, and thus strike a blow to
free speech. If governments are reluctant to exercise such control,
it seems unlikely that the same governments would cede control to
private citizens or companies.

New Jurisdiction
Other commentators have argued that because cyberspace
operates in such a different realm than any previous medium of
communication, we should not apply the typical jurisdictional
framework to Internet law at all.67 Instead, the Internet should
operate either regulation-free or with new rules and regulations that
recognize the uniqueness of Internet communications.
This view criticizes the stretching of traditional rules to
accommodate the Internet the way the framework for defamation
66. See Knoll, supra note 31, at 301. Knoll finds it "unlikely that any
government would give up that amount of control." Id.
67. See Johnson & Post, supra note 10, at 1402. See also Geanne
Rosenberg, Trying To Resolve JurisdictionalRules on the Internet, N.Y. TIMES,

April 14, 1997, at D2. Rosenberg finds two divergent views on how traditional
law applies to the Internet and states that the writings of Professor Jane
Ginsburg of Columbia Law School and David Post best represent this
divergence. Ginsburg believes that traditional legal concepts can be applied to
the Internet. Id.
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in print was once stretched to cover broadcast transmissions." For
example, Georgetown Professor David Post argues that because
traditional jurisdiction law relies on territorial and physical borders
-- which the Internet does not have -- it cannot be used as the

model for jurisdiction over Internet communications.69 Post favors
a form of self-regulation with rules and legal models designed
specifically for the Internet:
Treating cyberspace as a distinct location allows
for the development of new forms of intellectual
property law, applicable only on the Net, that would
properly focus attention on these unique
characteristics of this new, distinct place while
preserving doctrines that apply to works embodied
in physical collections (like books) or displayed in
legally significant physical places (like theaters).7"

Antarctica
One recent article addressing choice of law in cyberspace has
suggested the law of cyberspace might be analogous to the law of
Antarctica." Antarctica, which is not a separate sovereignty, does
not have a private legal system, and therefore the general choiceof-law policies of lex loci delicti generally do not apply. The
article suggested that the governing law of the Internet, like that of
Antarctica, should be either the (i) law of the nation in which the
suit is brought or (ii) the law of the nation with control over the
72

area.

68. See Johnson & Post, supranote 10, at 1402.
69. Id. at 1367 (stating that new rules should help in "defining legal
personhood and property, resolving disputes, and crystallizing a collective
conversation about online participants' core values").
70. Id. at 1386.
71. Burnstein, supranote 60, at 110.
72. Id. at 111. The article cites Beattie v. United States, 756 F.2d 91, 105
(D.C. Cir. 1984), in which the court held that, in a case involving United States
citizens and an action related to an airplane crash in Antarctica, it would be
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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Of course, the difficulty of applying this rule in cyberspace suits
is obvious. Allowing Antarctica rules to apply to Internet cases
would encourage widespread and flagrant forum shopping by
plaintiffs who simply want to sue where they have the best chance
of success. This may work in Antarctica, where suits are much
more rare and generally involve negligence, but it is unlikely to be
a successful regime on the Internet.

Space
The law of outer space is another framework proposed for
Internet jurisdiction. The law of space is based on several
international agreements, including the Outer Space Treaty of 1967
and the Moon Agreement of 1979."3 Central to the success of these
agreements is cooperation; the willingness of various countries to
work together to make outer space a utopia in which all people
gain; and the prohibitive cost of space exploration which makes
efforts by individual nations expensive and joint efforts desirable.74
The spirit of international cooperation that underlies the
exploration of outer space is not easy to replicate in the capitalistic
exploration on the Internet. The ease of access by many to the
Internet, and the ability to profit in myriad ways make expeditions
on the Internet much different than exploration of space. More
improper to apply any law other than that of the United States because

Antarctica offered no law from which to choose.
73. Harminderpal Singh Rana, Note, The "Common Heritage of Mankind"
and the Final Frontier:A Revaluation of Values Constitutingthe International
Legal Regime for Outer Space Activities, 26 RUTGERS L.J. 225 (1994). Rana

notes that the common heritage of mankind ("CHM") principle, found in several
international treaties, is based upon many of the agreements formed in the
context of space exploration. Under the CHM principle, national sovereignty
does not exist in specific "international areas, though theoretically everyone
manages the areas." Id. at 228.
74. Heidi Keefe, Making The FinalFrontierFeasible:A CriticalLook at the
CurrentBody of Outer Space Law, 11 COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 345, 347
(1995). Keefe writes that the treaties assume "people are able to co-operate, and
that they will indeed do so whenever dealing with outer space ventures." Id.
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importantly, in outer space, countries may be somewhat more
willing to forget self-interest and choose to work together to
further mankind's exploration of the stars. In cyberspace, nations
feel more compelled to protect their own interests. Nations could,
with some justification, view adverse consequences of Internet
harms to its citizens as much more immediate and direct than
harms arising in outer space.
Other ideas mentioned in the last several years include "virtual
courts" formed by cyberspace users,75 the development of a Law
Merchant for cyberspace,76 and giving governments autocratic
control to create their own "Intranet" to block access from the rest
of the world for content which violates their law.

A New Option: Let It Be
Even after the arrest of Felix Somm and the tide of confusion
raging across Internet "borders," there is no reason to rush to create
new laws, jurisdictions or standards. The law did not require
fundamental rethinking the first time a U.S. magazine was
distributed abroad; there was no new international legal regime
enacted after television brought moving pictures to the world.
Independent nations can set standards for Intemet users and
providers who operate in their country without destroying either
the versatility or capacity of Internet, and without restructuring
present legal rules, especially those that protect free speech. The
decisions of the U.K. and Germany to adopt new laws affording
some protection to Internet access providers, and the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision in Reno, illustrate how individual nations are
capable of dealing with Intemet speech.
By directing material to cross the physical borders of a nation via
75. See I. Trotter Hardy, The ProperLegal Regime for "Cyberspace," 55 U.
PITT. L. REV. 993, 1051-1053 (1994).
76. See Johnson & Post, supra note 10, at 1389 (finding that the origin of the
Law Merchant in the Middle Ages is a good analogy for the rise of law in
cyberspace). See also, LEON E. TRAKMAN, THE LAW MERCHANT: THE
EVOLUTION OF COMMERCIAL LAW (1983) (discussing the Law Merchant as a
system of laws established to regulate trade practices).
https://via.library.depaul.edu/jatip/vol8/iss1/2
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the Internet, a user or provider must know they are subject to the
jurisdiction and laws of the courts of that country. An Internet user
or access provider wishing to do business in more than one nation
must examine the laws of the various countries and decide whether
it is able to comply with the laws of that country. The user or
access provider can refuse to transmit material into an individual
country, thereby losing the business opportunity, but also
protecting itself against future prosecution. A country which
enacts laws that chill Internet users may be unwittingly limiting the
speech to which its citizens have access and may unnecessarily
preclude the dissemination of desirable speech.
To be sure, this approach will create industry incentives to
develop technology to screen some Internet context. Screening
software which allows providers to block out content which
violates specific domestic laws would be highly useful to Internet
access providers seeking to comply with myriad international rules.
China's Intranet and the "fire wall" software it employs -- though
imperfect for many reasons, including its use by a central
government structure -- could be a good prototype for such
technology.77 Rating systems could be generated to give parents a
This scheme is also
weapon against unacceptable speech.
consistent with traditional international rules of jurisdiction. The
predominant international jurisdictional rule is that cases that have
a physical effect upon a nation can be heard in that nation.78
Accordingly, each nation should have the right to apply its law to
Internet defamation cases involving transmissions which pass its
borders.
CONCLUSION

The Internet community may be alarmed at the arrest of Felix
Somm, but it should not rush to design or implement new laws or
77. See Delacourt, supra note 9, at 214-218; Knoll, supra note 31, at 295297.
78. See Johnson & Post, supra note 10, at 1369-1370 (stating that persons
within a geographically defined border are the ultimate source of law-making
authority for activities within that border).
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legal regimes for cyberspace. The governments of the United
Kingdom and Germany have proven that independent nations are
fully capable of enacting legislation which best represents that
nation's policy, without destroying the flexibility or power of the
Internet.
The Internet community can certainly focus its efforts on
influencing governments to adopt regulations that maximize free
speech in cyberspace. However, there is no need for a unified
international treaty on the topic. Indeed, such a treaty might
compromise the values and culture of some nations, subjecting
them to the ideas and legal schemes of more powerful international
players. In the meantime, international admonishment and the
refusal of commercial providers to do business in nations with
strict domestic Internet regulations may ultimately have the same
affect -- encouraging greater access to the Internet without
jeopardizing free speech in cyberspace.
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